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Automated user access
and self-service password
management reduced risk
and saved thousands of dollars
at AmeriGas.

Industry 4.0 will be built on robust,
scalable identity governance 

Simplify access.
Secure your supply chain.
Accelerate your digital transformation.
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SailPoint offers scalable, easy-to-implement identity governance solutions 
for manufacturing that ensures smooth, efficient management of users, 
applications, and data.

Next Generation
Identity Governance

Supply chains are getting smarter3 and there are opportunities for 
innovation4. But, if not done correctly, controlling access to data and 
systems becomes more complex and costly to administer.

of manufacturing companies5
are prioritizing
digital transformation.

87% 

Artificial intelligence has accelerated
automated manufacturing6 in some
cases by up to 60%.

Predictive maintenance
technology7 can reduce
cost of upkeep by 

up to 50%.

Manufacturers face unique
identity management risks8
associated with complex and
often unstable supply chains
that can cripple production.

Obsolete systems9 and manual identity
management processes are unable to
match the pace of manufacturing.

Automated, simplified
identity management at
Samsung Biologics
increased productivity
and eliminated manual
compliance process.

By automating the certification
process for its 13,000 employees,
the largest US manufacturing
equipment provider reduced
access approval time by 80%.
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Governance is the linchpin of effective access management10 in
a connected supply chain. Businesses routinely restrict data and 
facilities access to align with their individual roles, but 32% of 
manufacturers surveyed11 struggle to efficiently do the same with 
automated manufacturing systems, intelligent supplier platforms,
and predictive maintenance software.

https://www.sailpoint.com/identity-library/identity-score-report/

Today’s manufacturers require resilient, agile supply chains built with 
automated, intelligent systems1 to ensure uninterrupted production. 
These connected supply chains move too swiftly for manual or legacy 
systems to manage access effectively. Our recent Identity Score Report2 
revealed only a small percentage of manufacturers automate identity 
governance—opening the door to increased risk and slowed 
operational improvement.

NEXT YEARLAST YEAR

The manufacturing industry is seeing significant 
change. With new technologies coming online at 
a faster pace and more threats to connected 
supply chains emerging,12 businesses need to up 
their identity governance game. SailPoint is the 
leader in identity security for the cloud 
enterprise. Our identity security solutions secure 
and enable thousands of companies worldwide, 
and is the leading edge identity solution to 
navigate Industry 4.0.
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